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1. Introduction {#open201900139-sec-0001}
===============

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS) are powerful tools in clinical routine and diagnosis. However, clinical MRI is limited to proton (^1^H) imaging due to the low natural abundance and low thermal polarization of other nuclei. In fact, even for ^1^H, no more than a few parts per million of all spins effectively contribute to the MR signal in a field of 1 T. The low proton polarization (P≈10^−6^) is partially compensated by the high proton concentration in living tissues, ∼80 M, mostly water and lipids. Along with sophisticated imaging methods and hardware, a sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) is obtained that enables anatomical, functional and dynamical proton imaging *in vivo*.[1](#open201900139-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#open201900139-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#open201900139-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

For other (X−) nuclei, like ^13^C, ^15^N or ^17^O, the situation is different: their polarization, concentration and natural abundance are (much) lower than for ^1^H. As a result, the SNR is not sufficient for fast imaging, and spatial and temporal resolutions are poor. If imaging is feasible, long measurement times are required[4](#open201900139-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#open201900139-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#open201900139-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} (e. g. 30 minutes acquisition time for ^17^O brain MRI at 3 T with 300 averages, 5.6 mm isotropic resolution and an SNR of 36).[7](#open201900139-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

The hyperpolarization of nuclear spins is a promising method to boost the MR signal of any MR active nucleus by several orders of magnitude. The most prominent method, dissolution Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (d‐DNP),[8](#open201900139-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} is commercially available and is extensively applied *in vivo* with great promise.[9](#open201900139-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#open201900139-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#open201900139-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#open201900139-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} At the same time, the method is inherently expensive, relatively slow and requires an external polarizer. Another approach, *ParaH*ydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP[13](#open201900139-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#open201900139-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#open201900139-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), is much less costly and much faster, but less developed with respect to *in vivo* application. PHIP is based on the spin order of *para*hydrogen (*p*H~2~), the spin singlet isomer of dihydrogen. *Bowers* and *Weitekamp* suggested transferring singlet spin order into strongly enhanced magnetization after hydrogenation (Parahydrogen and Synthesis Allow Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment, PASADENA)[15](#open201900139-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} in the 1980s. Various stand‐alone PASADENA polarizers were developed to transfer the *p*H~2~ spin order into observable polarization at low magnetic field (nT -- mT range) since 2004.[16](#open201900139-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#open201900139-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#open201900139-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#open201900139-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#open201900139-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#open201900139-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#open201900139-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#open201900139-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#open201900139-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201900139-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#open201900139-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Both d‐DNP and PHIP require a stand‐alone polarizer and transfer of the polarized substrate to the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectrometer or MRI system. Hence, relaxation during transfer decreases the available level of spin polarization.

Recently, Synthesis Amid the Magnet Bore Allows Dramatically Enhanced Nuclear Alignment (SAMBADENA)[27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} was presented, where the hydrogenation, polarization transfer, and detection of the hyperpolarized signal takes place within seconds in the bore of an MRI system. So far, a xenobiotic ^13^C‐tracer, 1‐^13^C, 2,3,3‐^2^H~3~‐hydroxyethyl‐propionate (HEP), was polarized by SAMBADENA to a ^13^C polarization of ∼21 % within seconds, and applied for *ex vivo* [27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and *in vivo* [28](#open201900139-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} imaging. In this article, we present the SAMBADENA hyperpolarization of the biomolecule 1‐^13^C, 2,3‐^2^H~2~‐succinate (SUC) to ∼11 % in the magnet bore of a preclinical MRI system at a field strength of 7 T. Succinate is an intermediate in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and may be used for the diagnosis of brain cancer.[29](#open201900139-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#open201900139-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#open201900139-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} New insights into the spin chemistry of the hydrogenation reaction and singlet‐triplet mixing were gained, which have a strong impact on the singlet spin order and thus polarization.

Methods {#open201900139-sec-0002}
=======

Spin Order Transfer Sequences {#open201900139-sec-0003}
-----------------------------

Various field cycling[16](#open201900139-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#open201900139-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#open201900139-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} or spin order transfer (SOT) sequences[33](#open201900139-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201900139-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#open201900139-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#open201900139-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#open201900139-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#open201900139-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#open201900139-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201900139-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#open201900139-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} were described to transfer spin order from *p*H~2~ into detectable magnetization of a nearby spin‐$1/2$ target nucleus (X) after hydrogenation. These SOT sequences consist of a train of appropriate radio frequency pulses on ^1^H and the target nucleus X interleaved by free evolution intervals (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Polarization transfer is achieved via the scalar spin‐spin interaction (J‐coupling) network.

![Pulse sequences used for the hyperpolarization of SUC after hydrogenation. Goldman\'s sequence (a) and PH‐INEPT+ (b) are depicted as described in the original publications.[33](#open201900139-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#open201900139-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Black bars denote 180°~x~ echo pulses. The sequence reported by Goldman *et. al*. was designed to act on the full singlet spin order (I~1~⋅I~2~), and thus heteronuclear decoupling (indicated by red bars) on the ^1^H channel was applied during hydrogenation (here, MLEV16[42](#open201900139-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Contrary, PH‐INEPT+ was designed for longitudinal spin order l~1z~l~2z~. Therefore, no decoupling was applied so that longitudinal spin order I~1z~I~2z~ prevailed after the hydrogenation.](OPEN-8-728-g001){#open201900139-fig-0001}

SOT Sequences for Weakly Coupled Protons {#open201900139-sec-0004}
----------------------------------------

The sequences PH‐INEPT+[33](#open201900139-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b) and Efficient Spin Order Transfer To Heteronuclei via Relayed INEPT Chains (ESOTHERIC)[40](#open201900139-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} were designed for systems with weakly coupled protons to transfer longitudinal double spin order into polarization of the target nuclei. Here, double spin order takes the form I~1z~I~2z,~ where I~i,z~ indicates the longitudinal spin operator of the i^th^ proton.

In the original contributions,[33](#open201900139-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201900139-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} it was assumed that, during the hydrogenation, the transversal I~1x~I~2x~‐ and I~1y~I~2y~‐components of the singlet order are lost because of incoherent free evolution, and that only I~1z~I~2z~ order survives.[33](#open201900139-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201900139-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This is largely valid for ABX‐spin systems (two chemically non‐equivalent hydrogens A and B and one carbon X), where the protons are weakly coupled (i. e. where the chemical shift difference, Δν~12,~ between the protons A and B is much larger than their mutual proton‐proton J‐coupling, J~12;~ Δν~12~≫J~12~).

SOT Sequences for Strongly Coupled Protons {#open201900139-sec-0005}
------------------------------------------

On the other hand, there is another class of SOT sequences designed to transfer polarization in systems with strongly coupled or chemically equivalent protons, e. g. in AA′X spin systems.[34](#open201900139-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#open201900139-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#open201900139-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#open201900139-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#open201900139-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#open201900139-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#open201900139-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In these systems, the chemical shift difference between the protons A and A′ is much smaller than the coupling (Δν~12~≪J~12~) or equal to zero. Goldman\'s sequence[34](#open201900139-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a) was designed to transfer the full singlet order I~1~⋅I~2~ of *p*H~2~ into magnetization in AA′X spin systems (two chemically but not magnetically equivalent hydrogens and one carbon). Decoupling during the hydrogenation was suggested to reduce the loss of spin order arising from J~AX~ and J~A\'X~ interactions. Here, we denote the full Goldman sequence by "L‐GM". L‐GM generates longitudinal magnetization, which is read out after a period t~w~ by another pulse‐acquisition experiment. The sequence without the last pulse (after the 3^rd^ free evolution interval) is denoted by "T‐GM" (see Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). In this case, transversal magnetization is generated and directly recorded.

Simulations {#open201900139-sec-0006}
===========

Hamiltonian {#open201900139-sec-0007}
-----------

Quantum mechanical simulations were performed to predict optimal SOT parameters and the theoretical polarization yield using the density matrix formalism and a custom written simulation tool (MatLab 2015b, MathWorks, USA). The double deuterated SUC used here was approximated as a three spin‐$1/2$ system (two protons and one carbon). The deuterium nuclei and couplings were neglected because the ^1^H‐^1^H‐ and ^1^H‐^13^C‐coupling are much stronger than ^2^H‐^1^H and ^2^H‐^13^C couplings. This, of course, is a simplification. Note that the chemical shifts of the protons added during the hydrogenation (fumarate to succinate) are identical due to the symmetry of the molecule. The system was driven by the isotropic, liquid‐state Hamiltonian, which reads in the laboratory frame of reference as:$${H/h = -}\nu_{I}\left( {I_{1z} + \mspace{720mu} I_{2z}} \right) - \mspace{720mu}\nu_{S}S_{z} + \left\lbrack {J_{12}\left( {I_{1} \cdot I_{2}} \right) + \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{2}J_{kS}I_{kz}S_{z}} \right\rbrack$$ $${with}\mspace{720mu} I{}_{1} \cdot I{}_{2} = I{}_{1z}I{}_{2z} + I{}_{1y}I{}_{2y} + I{}_{1x}I{}_{2x}$$

I~1~, I~2~ and S are the spin operators of two protons and one carbon, respectively. The ^1^H and ^13^C Larmor frequencies are indicated by ν~I~ and ν~S~; I~k,z~ and S~z~ denote the longitudinal spin operators of the protons and ^13^C, respectively. I~kx~ and I~ky~ (k=1 or 2) are transversal proton spin operators. The J‐couplings of SUC were taken from literature[43](#open201900139-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#open201900139-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} as J~12~=7.41 Hz, J~1S~=5.82 Hz and J~2S~=−7.15 Hz for pH=2.9. Strong proton‐proton (I~1~ ⋅ I~2~) and weak proton‐carbon J‐couplings (I~kz~S~z~ with k=1 or 2) were assumed.

Density Matrix, Hydrogenation and Singlet‐Triplet Mixing {#open201900139-sec-0008}
--------------------------------------------------------

The density matrix of two protons in singlet state reads[34](#open201900139-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} $${\rho_{pH_{2}} = \mspace{720mu}\frac{1}{4}{\mathbb{E}} - I_{1} \cdot I_{2}}{{where}\mspace{720mu}{\mathbb{E}}\mspace{720mu}{is}\mspace{720mu}{the}\mspace{720mu}{unity}\mspace{720mu}{operator}.}$$

In a naive model, the system after hydrogenation with *p*H~2~ is described by the direct product of the protons and the target nucleus ^13^C in thermal equilibrium (Eq. [(4)](#open201900139-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\rho_{S} = \mspace{720mu}\rho_{pH_{2}} \otimes \mspace{720mu}\rho_{{}_{\mspace{720mu}}{}^{13}C}$$

The thermal polarization of ^13^C was assumed to be zero, i. e. $\rho_{{}_{\mspace{720mu}}{}^{13}C}$ is a normalized $2 \times 2$ unity matrix with diagonal matrix elements of the value 0.5 and zero off‐diagonal elements.

For a more realistic picture, the process of hydrogenation was considered: as the reaction takes place over a finite period of time, each hydrogenated molecule experiences a different evolution time. This condition is approximated by calculating a time‐averaged density matrix$$\bar{\rho_{S}} = \frac{\sum\limits_{{t = n \cdot}\Delta t}^{t_{hydr}}\mspace{720mu} p\left( t \right)Q_{t}\rho_{S}Q_{t}^{\dagger}}{\sum\limits_{{t = n \cdot}\Delta t}^{t_{hydr}}{p\left( t \right)}}$$

where p(t) is a weighting function that reflects the amount of hydrogenated molecules at different points in time. The hydrogenation time *t* ~hydr~ was set to 5 s and Δt=0.001 s is the time increment of the calculations. N is an integer number from 1 to 5000. [q]{.smallcaps} ~t~ is an operator that either describes the evolution under heteronuclear decoupling (MLEV16[42](#open201900139-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) or periods of free evolution. During the hydrogenation reaction (5 s), 100 complete MLEV16‐cycles were executed. The length of a single 90° excitation pulse was *t* ~MLEV,90°~=781 μs.

Note that if Q~t~ is set to free evolution, the numerical results obtained are equivalent to the analytical expression derived by Natterer *et al*.[45](#open201900139-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} (Eq. [6](#open201900139-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\bar{\rho_{S}} = \frac{1}{4}{\mathbb{E}} - I_{{1z}\mspace{720mu}}I_{2z} - \overset{-}{a}\left( {I_{1x}I_{2x} + I_{1y}I_{2y}} \right) - \overset{-}{c}\left( {I_{1z} - I_{2z}} \right)S_{z}$$ $${{with}\mspace{720mu}\overset{-}{a}\mspace{720mu} = \left( \frac{J_{12}}{J^{{}^{'}}} \right)^{2},\mspace{720mu}\overset{-}{c} = \frac{J_{12}J_{\Delta}}{{J^{{}^{'}}}^{2}},\mspace{720mu} J_{\Delta} = \mspace{720mu}\frac{J_{1S} - J_{2S}}{2}}{{and}\mspace{720mu} J^{{}^{'}} = \mspace{720mu}\sqrt{J_{12}^{2} + J_{\Delta}^{2}}}$$

This expression is independent of the weighting function p(t). Furthermore, singlet‐triplet (S‐T~0~) mixing may occur due to the formation of reaction intermediates at the catalyst. Hence, the time‐averaged density matrix is modified to (Eq. [(7)](#open201900139-disp-0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}:[45](#open201900139-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} $$\bar{\rho_{{S/T}_{0}}}\mspace{720mu} = \frac{1}{4}{\mathbb{E}} - I_{{1z}\mspace{720mu}}I_{2z} - \lambda\left\lbrack {\overset{-}{a}\left( {I_{1x}I_{2x} + I_{1y}I_{2y}} \right) + \overset{-}{c}\left( {I_{1z} - I_{2z}} \right)S_{z}} \right\rbrack$$

The mixing parameter *λ* takes real values from −1 to +1 and depends on the contact time with the catalyst and chemical shift difference of the two protons in the intermediate state during hydrogenation. For *λ*=1 or *λ*=−1, a pure time‐averaged singlet or triplet state is obtained, respectively. By assuming S‐T~0~ mixing and heteronuclear decoupling during hydrogenation, i. e. J~1S~→0 and J~2S~→0, the density matrix takes the form$$\rho_{{S/T}_{0}}^{DEC} = \frac{1}{4}{\mathbb{E}}\mspace{720mu} - \mspace{720mu} I_{1z}I_{2z} - \lambda\left( {I_{1x}I_{2x} + I_{1y}I_{2y}} \right)$$

Hence, the quantum state after hydrogenation along with heteronuclear decoupling is determined by the parameter λ only.

Simulations of Pulse Sequences and NMR Spectra {#open201900139-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------------

To simulate the effect of decoupling and SOT sequences, rotation and time evolution operators were applied to the density matrix as described elsewhere.[46](#open201900139-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

Pulses of duration *t* ~p~ were approximated by an instantaneous rotation and subsequent time evolution of duration *t* ~p~. For the SOT sequence, we used ideal rotations and neglected other effects like relaxation and imperfection of RF pulses. Thus, most observed effects can be attributed to the processes during the hydrogenation. The duration of the free‐evolution intervals in the SOT sequences were obtained by analytical expressions[43](#open201900139-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and numerical optimization (MatLab 2015b, MathWorks, USA).

The theoretical polarization (in percentage) was obtained by taking the trace over the matrix product of the final density matrix after SOT and the polarization operator and subsequent multiplication by 100. The normalized polarization operators are given by 2S~z~ or 2(S~x~+iS~y~) for longitudinal or transversal polarization, respectively.

^1^H‐NMR spectra were obtained by simulating the free induction decay (FID). 2000 expectation values of the transversal magnetization$\mspace{720mu}\left( \sum_{j = 1}^{2}I_{jx} + \mspace{720mu} iI_{jy} \right.$ ) of the protons, interleaved by a 12.5 ms interval of free evolution, were calculated. 2000 zeros were added at the end of the data, resulting in a total data vector of 4000 complex values of 50 s. A mono‐exponential decay function with a decay constant of T~2~\*=0.1 s was multiplied to the data to simulate transversal relaxation. The final spectrum was obtained by Fourier transformation.

Experiments {#open201900139-sec-0010}
===========

Experiments Using an MRI System {#open201900139-sec-0011}
-------------------------------

**MRI System**: Experiments were performed using a preclinical small animal 7 T MRI system (Biospec 7/20, PV5.1, Bruker, Germany) and a dual channel ^1^H/^13^C volume resonator (Rapid Biomed, Germany) with 7.2 cm inner diameter and 10 cm length of the coil. For tuning and matching of the coil, the reactor (which was used for hyperpolarization experiments) was filled with 1 mL of H~2~O and placed in the isocenter of the MRI system. Subsequently, the field homogeneity was adjusted by an automatic first order shimming routine, yielding a line width of the H~2~O resonance of ≈20--30 Hz. The ^1^H and ^13^C centre frequencies were set to 2.7 ppm and ≈176 ppm with regard to the ^1^H resonance of H~2~O at 4.7 ppm. and the ^13^C resonance of 1‐^13^C sodium acetate at ≈182 ppm (c=8.02 mmol in aqueous solution, CAS: 23424‐28‐4, Sigma Aldrich, USA).

^1^H heteronuclear decoupling was played out during hydrogenation and data acquisition. The pulse length of a 90° excitation in the decoupling scheme is denoted by *t* ~MLEV,90°~. The amplitude and frequency (centered at 2.7 ppm) of the decoupling sequence MLEV16[42](#open201900139-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} was varied. The same parameters were used for decoupling during hydrogenation and data acquisition (676 ms acquisition time and 330 μs dwell time for ^13^C).

***p*** **H~2~ Enrichment**: The *p*H~2~ fraction of H~2~ gas (99.999 % purity, Sauerstoffwerk Friedrichshafen GmbH, Germany) was enriched to ∼90 % at 21 K using a custom made pH~2~ converter.[47](#open201900139-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} The gas was stored in 0.5 L aluminium or 2.7 L steel bottles at 40 to 50 bars and used within several hours.

**Sample Preparation**: 1‐^13^C,2,3‐^2^H~2~‐succinate was formed by hydrogenation of 1‐^13^C,2,3‐^2^H~2~‐fumarate (FUM, MW 118.08 g ⋅ mol^−1^, CAS: 24461--32‐3, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, MA, USA) using a rhodium based water soluble catalyst as described previously:[27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} 1,4‐bis‐\[(phenyl‐3‐propane sulfonate) phosphine\] butane disodium salt (Q36333, MW 562.5 g ⋅ mol^−1^, Sigma Aldrich, MO, USA) with a rhodium complex (bis(norbornadiene)rhodium (I) tetrafluoroborate, MW 373.99 g mol^−1^, CAS: 36620‐11‐8, StremChemicals, MA, USA) in degassed and deionized H~2~O (Figure [2](#open201900139-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). All chemicals were used without further purification.

![Schematic view of the hydrogenation reaction of FUM to SUC. *p*H~2~ is added to FUM via a Rh‐catalyst at 90 °C and 20 bar. After hydrogenation, spin order is transferred from *p*H~2~ into ^13^C‐magnetization by means of pulse sequences and the J‐coupling network. Note that the protons do not reveal a chemical shift difference.](OPEN-8-728-g002){#open201900139-fig-0002}

To achieve a high hydrogenation temperature and to avoid a temperature‐driven degeneration of the catalyst at the same time, two solutions were prepared: a highly concentrated catalyst "stock" solution which was kept at room temperature (c~rhodium~=20 mM, c~ligand~=22 mM), and a precursor solution that was heated to ∼90 °C. Only shortly before the experiment, both solution were mixed.

The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving FUM in an aqueous phosphate‐buffer solution (5 mM FUM, 40 mM potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH~2~PO~4~, CAS: 7778‐77‐0; and 11 mM phosphoric acid H~3~PO~4~, CAS: 7664‐38‐2). The resulting pH value before hydrogenation was 2.9 (pH meter: HI 83141, Hanna instruments, USA)

**Experimental Setup**: A detailed description of the basic setup and experimental routine was published before.[27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Here two different fluidic setups 1 and 2 (Figure [3](#open201900139-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) were used for experiments on the MRI system.

![Setups (top) and time tables (bottom) used for SAMBADENA. Setup 1: The *p*H~2~ reservoir was connected to the inlet of the reaction chamber (R). Valve V1 was opened for a period of *t* ~pH2~ to initialize the chemical reaction. The SOT sequences were executed after an additional delay (*t* ~delay~), resulting in a total hydrogenation time *t* ~hydr~. After detection of the hyperpolarized signal, valve V2 was opened to clear the system. Setup 2: In addition to setup 1, a bypass was installed to equalize the pressure after *t* ~pH2~, reducing the bubbling. V3 was opened after *t* ~pH2~ for time duration *t* ~bypass~.](OPEN-8-728-g003){#open201900139-fig-0003}

For setup 1 (Figure [3](#open201900139-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a), the *p*H~2~ bottle was connected to the inlet at the bottom of the reactor (made from Polysulfone (PSU 1000), 2 mL inner volume) via a pressure regulator, a valve (V1, type 0124, Bürkert, Germany) and PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) capillaries (dimensions: outer diameter 1/8'' and inner diameter 1/16'', SCP GmbH, Germany). The outlet tube (PTFE) of the reactor (1/16''×0.75 mm, SCP GmbH, Germany) was connected to a second valve (V2), used to release pressure after the experiment. For setup 2 (Figure [3](#open201900139-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b), an extra tube was added, connecting inlet and outlet via a third valve (V3). This modification was used to equilibrate the pressure between the inlet and outlet of the reactor after hydrogenation. This way, foaming was reduced, field homogeneity was improved, and less solution was flushed out of the reactor.

**Experimental Workflow**: Prior to each experiment, the reactor and precursor‐buffer solution (900 μL) were placed in boiling water (∼100 °C) for minimum two minutes. Shortly before the experiment, the precursor‐buffer solution (900 μL) and concentrated catalyst solution (100 μL) were filled into the reactor. The reactor was closed and placed in the isocenter of the MRI. Next, hydrogenation was started by opening V1 for *t* ~pH2~=2 s.

Using setup 1, a waiting period *t* ~delay~=3 s was added after *t* ~pH2~ before the SOT sequence was applied. Using setup 2, the bypass (V3) was opened for *t* ~bypass~=3 s after *t* ~pH2~ to equalize the pressure on in‐ and outlet before the SOT was applied. Thus, the total hydrogenation time was *t* ~hydr~=5 s in both cases.

The valves were controlled by a custom‐written software tool (MatLab 2015b, MathWorks, USA) and a data acquisition board (DAQ 6125, National Instruments, USA) connected to a power relay.

Several different combinations of setups, parameters and SOT sequences were investigated (experiments E1--E6, Table [1](#open201900139-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Experiment E5 was repeated 14 times to determine the reproducibility of the polarization method. On consecutive measurement days, substrate and *p*H~2~ was freshly prepared. The ^13^C hyperpolarization yield was quantified by comparing the hyperpolarized signal to a thermally polarized reference (≈7 mL acetone, at natural abundance, ≈0.1 mol ^13^C). See supplementary information for more details.

###### 

Performed experiments on the MRI system. Experiments E1 to E6 were conducted with different SOT sequences, two different setups and decoupling parameters. For all experiments, the timings were chosen as *t* ~pH2~=2 s and *t* ~delay~=3 s or t~bypass~=3 s for setup 1 and setup 2, respectively. MLEV16 decoupling was applied during data acquisition.

  ----------------------------------
  ![](OPEN-8-728-g010.jpg "image")
  ----------------------------------
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Experiments Using an NMR Spectrometer {#open201900139-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------

**NMR System and Experimental Setup**: Experiments were performed on an NMR spectrometer (Avance III HD 300 MHz, Bruker, Germany) using a dual‐channel ^1^H/broad band probe head (5 mm PA BBO 300S1 BBF‐H‐D‐05‐Z) at a magnetic field of 7 T. The setup follows an idea similar to a setup described before[48](#open201900139-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} (denoted by **setup 3**).

***p*** **H~2~ Enrichment**: The *p*H~2~ fraction was enriched to ∼90 % using a commercial *p*H~2~ converter (BPHG90, Bruker, Germany) at 36 K. The generator was used with a *p*H~2~ pressure in the outlet path of ∼9.2 bar.

**Sample Preparation**: SUC was formed by catalytic hydrogenation (same catalyst as already described) in the magnet bore of the NMR spectrometer at 66 °C in‐bore temperature. In contrast to experiments on the preclinical MRI system, a different buffer solution was used: 0.04 g anhydrous sodium acetate (CAS: 127‐09‐3, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in 8.4 mL D~2~O and about 1.55 mL glacial acetic acid (CAS: 64‐19‐7, Sigma Aldrich) was added to adjust the pH to 2.9 (HI 9124, Hanna instruments, USA). Subsequently, the solution was diluted to 9 mL with D~2~O. The pH value remained at 2.9.

**Experimental Workflow**: Nine parts of buffer solution and one part (30 μL) of catalyst‐substrate solution were filled into an NMR tube (total ≈300 μL solution, pH 2.9) and placed in the bore heated to 66 °C.

After manual shimming and matching, *p*H~2~ was injected for *t* ~pH2~=10 s via tubing connection to the *p*H~2~ converter. Subsequently, the bypass was opened for *t* ~bypass~=5 s, resulting in a total hydrogenation time of *t* ~hydr~=15 s. PASADENA experiments with 45° ^1^H excitation were performed (experiment E7).

2. Results {#open201900139-sec-0013}
==========

2.1. Hyperpolarization of Succinate {#open201900139-sec-0014}
-----------------------------------

The values of the free evolution intervals that give optimal polarization for PH‐INEPT+ and Goldman\'s sequence were simulated (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; Table [2](#open201900139-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}) and are in agreement with previously reported simulations.[43](#open201900139-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Using PH‐INEPT+ and setup 1, SUC was polarized to P=(1.20±0.15) % in a total number of three experiments with identical parameters (E1). Note, however, that 1‐^13^C,2,3,3‐^2^H~3~‐hydroxyethyl‐propionate (HEP), an ABX‐spin system, was polarized to ≈21 % by SAMBADENA in a previous report using the same setup 1 and PH‐INEPT+.[27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Parameters and simulated polarization yield. The polarization level for SUC was determined for Goldman\'s sequence and PH‐INEPT+ (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) depending on the state of the spin system after hydrogenation and before the SOT. Either a pure (with decoupling) or time‐averaged singlet state (without heteronuclear decoupling during hydrogenation) was assumed. The total duration of SOT (t~SOT~) is the sum of all the free evolution intervals. For the SOTs, on‐resonant pulses, ideal flip angles were used and relaxation was neglected.
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When T‐GM and decoupling (*t* ~MLEV,90°~=700 μs; Figure [4](#open201900139-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) were used for SUC in setup 2, the polarization drastically increased to P=(10.8±0.6) %. Note that decoupling pulses were only applied during *t* ~bypass~, i. e. after bubbling with *p*H~2~. The polarization was strongly dependent on the amplitude of the decoupling *B* ~1~ field (Figure [5](#open201900139-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}): For short and long *t* ~MLEV,90°~, the polarization dropped significantly, likely because the transmit coil failed at high pulse power (short *t* ~MLEV,90°~) and because the excitation band width was too narrow when excitation pulses were long. Moreover, the polarization significantly decreased when off‐resonant MLEV16 pulses were played out (Figure [6](#open201900139-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

![High SUC ^13^C polarization \>10 % was achieved using SAMBADENA and T‐GM (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Non‐localized ^13^C MR spectra of hyperpolarized SUC (176 ppm) and a thermally polarized acetone reference at natural abundance (210 ppm) were acquired at 7 T. For SAMBADENA, ^1^H decoupling was applied during *t~bypass~* and data acquisition (*t* ~*MLEV,90°*~=700 μs). With respect to the thermal reference, the maximal observed polarization was quantified to 11.9 %, corresponding to a signal enhancement at 7 T of ≈20.000. Experimental details: setup 2, E4.](OPEN-8-728-g004){#open201900139-fig-0004}

![^13^C polarization of SUC by T‐GM (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a) as a function of on‐resonant decoupling pulses. A maximum polarization was observed for *t* ~MLEV,90°~=700 μs. For shorter pulses, much lower signal was observed. For each *t* ~MLEV,90°~\>600 μs, three experiments were performed, for each t~MLEV,90°~≤600 μs, one. On the upper horizontal axis, the amplitude of the excitation field is given. Mean and standard deviation of the polarization are shown. Experimental details: setup 2, E4.](OPEN-8-728-g005){#open201900139-fig-0005}

![^13^C‐polarization of SUC by T‐GM (Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a) as a function of the relative frequency offset of the decoupling pulses. Polarization decreased significantly when the frequency of the MLEV16 pulses was changed with respect to the center frequency of 2.7 ppm. For ±1 ppm off‐resonance, polarization dropped from 9.5 % to ∼2 %. Note that the ^1^H and ^13^C pulses of the SOT sequence (T‐GM) were always on resonant. Each data point shows the mean value and standard deviation of the polarization of three experiments. Note that the band width of 180° pulse is 640 Hz (2.1 ppm). Experimental details: setup 2, E4.](OPEN-8-728-g006){#open201900139-fig-0006}

The polarization detected by a 90°‐pulse acquisition after the application of the original Goldman SOT sequence (L‐GM; Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and a one second waiting period (*t* ~w~=1 s) was P=(6.5±1.7) %, obtained in 14 experiments on four days with setup 2 (Figure [7](#open201900139-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). This polarization is lower than that obtained by T‐GM and only partially explained by relaxation during *t* ~w~, erroneous flip angles and reduced decoupling power (*t* ~MLEV,90°~=1 ms).

![Reproducibility of ^13^C polarization of SUC by L‐GM **(**Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). A mean polarization of (6.5±1.7) % was obtained in 14 experiments on four days, detected one second after the SOT by a 90° acquisition. Decoupling pulse duration was set to *t* ~MLEV,90°~=1 ms and setup 2 was used. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation of n measurements of the respective day. Experimental details: E5.](OPEN-8-728-g007){#open201900139-fig-0007}

If decoupling was applied during the entire hydrogenation time (*t* ~*p*H2~ and *t* ~delay;~ E3) prior to SOT, a much lower (≤1 %) and strongly varying polarization was recorded for Goldman\'s sequence (L‐GM; Figure [1](#open201900139-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and setup 1. In this case, the polarization was independent of the amplitude of the MLEV16 decoupling field, i.e *t* ~MLEV,90°.~ The polarization increased to (1.2±0.8) % when decoupling was turned off entirely (six experiments, E2). Using setup 2, a polarization yield of (2.4±0.2) % was obtained when decoupling was applied during the entire hydrogenation reaction (E6).

2.2. The Hydrogenation Reaction and the Effect of Decoupling {#open201900139-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------------------------

Simulations predict close to unity polarization (99 %) for Goldman\'s sequence (Table [2](#open201900139-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Experimentally, however, mean polarization levels of ≈11 % were observed (E4). To investigate the reason for the reduced polarization, the density matrix after hydrogenation with *p*H~2~ was analyzed for three settings: a) a single molecule without heteronuclear decoupling, b) ensemble of 5000 molecules without decoupling, and c) ensemble of 5000 molecules with decoupling (Figure [8](#open201900139-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}).

![Simulated evolution of the singlet state population in SUC after addition of *p*H~2~. For a single molecule, oscillations due to scalar interaction were observed (black line). These oscillations were damped to a constant value after ≈1.5 seconds if an ensemble of spins was considered that was hydrogenated at different points in time (red line). When heteronuclear decoupling pulses were applied to the ensemble, full singlet order was retained (blue dashed line). S‐T~0~ mixing was not considered here.](OPEN-8-728-g008){#open201900139-fig-0008}

With HC‐coupling intact, the population of the singlet state of the density matrix (Eq. 4) of a single molecule showed strong oscillations (Figure [8](#open201900139-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, black line). When an ensemble of spins was considered (Eq. 5, 6), these oscillations were damped to a quasi‐constant singlet population of 78.4 % after 1.5 s (Figure [8](#open201900139-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, red). The amplitude of the oscillations and the final value of singlet state population for infinite hydrogenation time depend on the J‐coupling network of the spin system. Starting from this density matrix, a ^13^C polarization of 56 % and 5.8 % was predicted for Goldman\'s sequence and PH‐INEPT+, respectively (Table [1](#open201900139-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). When decoupling pulses (Eq. 5) were added, the full singlet order was preserved (Figure [8](#open201900139-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, blue dashed line). Here, a polarization yield of 99 % was predicted for Goldman\'s sequence (Table [2](#open201900139-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). No polarization was found for PH‐INEPT+.

These results indicate that decoupling and thus preservation of full singlet order has a strong impact on the polarization (e. g. drop of polarization from *P*=99 % to 56 %). However, this polarization loss does not entirely explain the experimentally observed values (*P*≈11 %), where decoupling was applied for the last 3 of 5 s of the hydrogenation, implying a theoretical polarization of $\frac{{2 \cdot 56 + 3 \cdot 99}\mspace{720mu}}{5}{\% = 82}{\mspace{310mu}\%}$ (weighted sum).

2.3. The Effect of S‐T~0~ Mixing on the Polarization Yield {#open201900139-sec-0016}
----------------------------------------------------------

To elucidate the spin state after hydrogenation further, ^1^H‐PASADENA experiments were performed on an NMR spectrometer and compared to simulations. A 45° ^1^H‐acquisition (*t* ~hydr~=15 s) of SUC in D~2~O revealed a significantly different line shape than was expected for pure time‐averaged singlet state in an AA′X spin system (Figure [9](#open201900139-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, green and black line; Eq. 5, 6). When S‐T~0~ mixing was included in the simulations (Eq. 7), the basic features of the experiments were reproduced for *λ*≊0.1 (Figure [9](#open201900139-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, red line). The (unknown) S‐T~0~ mixing factor, *λ*, was estimated by manually adjusting *λ* to match the relative intensities of the simulated to the experimental spectra (Figure [9](#open201900139-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}).

![Experimental and theoretical ^1^H PASADENA spectra (E7). The features of the experimental spectrum (black line) were reproduced by simulations (red line) when the S‐T~0~ mixing factor *λ* was set to ∼0.1. Hence, the experimental spectrum is a superposition of time‐averaged singlet (green line, *λ*=1) and triplet state (blue line, *λ*=−1).](OPEN-8-728-g009){#open201900139-fig-0009}

When S‐T~0~ mixing was taken into account, the simulated ^13^C polarization using Goldman\'s sequence was drastically reduced: for a mixing factor of 0.1 (Figure [9](#open201900139-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}), simulations revealed a polarization of 9.9 % with decoupling (Eq. 8). When the spins were considered to evolve freely for two seconds and for another three seconds under ^1^H decoupling (similar to experiments in Figure [4](#open201900139-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, 5 and 6), the polarization yield further decreased to 8.2 %. This simulated polarization corresponds well to the observed values (Table [3](#open201900139-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Experimental and theoretical polarization yield considering S‐T~0~ mixing. The polarization was simulated assuming different initial spin orders at the onset of SOT (singlet‐triplet mixing without or with decoupling; Eq. 7 or 8). The mixing factor, λ, was set to 0.1. When a weighted sum (reflecting the fact that the spins evolve freely for two seconds and decoupling is applied only for three seconds), the polarization decreased to 8.2 %.
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3. Discussion {#open201900139-sec-0017}
=============

To achieve high polarization, it was key using Goldman\'s sequence for strongly coupled hydrogens and to start the decoupling only after the bubbling of the *p*H~2~ injection. The reason for the variations in the inter‐day polarization are unknown, but may be attributed to varying *p*H~2~ enrichment, degassing of the solvent and flip angle variations, e. g. because of different matching of the coil. PH‐INEPT+ did not yield high polarization because it was designed to transfer double spin order in weakly coupled ABX systems that is not the case for SUC.

3.1. Sources of Polarization Loss {#open201900139-sec-0018}
---------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Initial Spin State and S‐T~0~ Mixing {#open201900139-sec-0019}

^1^H‐PASADENA experiments strongly indicate a substantial loss of singlet order due to S‐T~0~ mixing. Thus, the actual state of the density matrix after hydrogenation appears to be significantly different than the ideal one.

A mixing factor of *λ*=0.1 implies that 45 % of singlet order is lost during hydrogenation, resulting in a 10‐fold reduction of polarization yield in the case of Goldman\'s sequence. S‐T~0~ mixing may be reduced by using another catalyst for hydrogenation since the chemical shift difference and contact time may differ. It should be noted that important steps have been made in the last years in developing new biphasic or heterogeneous PHIP catalysts.[49](#open201900139-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#open201900139-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#open201900139-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#open201900139-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#open201900139-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

To predict the mixing factor *λ* by calculations, the values of the chemical shifts and contact time in the reaction intermediate are required. However, the lifetime of the catalyst‐SUC‐*p*H~2~‐intermediate is short on the NMR time scale and the relevant values cannot be determined experimentally. Therefore, the phenomenological approach (comparison of experimental with theoretical PASADENA spectra) is the only available option to determine the value of *λ*.

### 3.1.2. Injection of pH~2~ and Decoupling Efficiency {#open201900139-sec-0020}

The loss of polarization and poor reproducibility when MLEV16 is applied during bubbling (*t* ~pH2~) is likely attributed to strong field inhomogeneities, caused by the bubbles, which in turn cause arbitrary excitations and thus depletion of spin order (see supplementary information for details). This hypothesis is supported by the finding that the polarization yield was much reduced when an off‐resonance was added to the MLEV16 pulses on purpose (Figure [6](#open201900139-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

Broader radio frequency pulses, i. e. shorter pulses along with a more efficient resonator may further increase the polarization. Moreover, MLEV16 irradiation on the carbon channel may also increase the polarization yield. First, ^13^C decoupling during bubbling is likely less destructive since susceptibility effects are reduced by a factor of four (gyromagnetic ratio: γ~H/~γ~C~≈4). Second, protons are continuously added to the molecules and are thus not exposed to full ^1^H‐MLEV16 cycles. By applying ^13^C‐MLEV16 instead, ^13^C‐spins always experience complete MLEV16 cycles. However, ^1^H/^2^H couplings would remain when using ^13^C‐MLEV16. This and other heteronuclear decoupling schemes like WALTZ16[54](#open201900139-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} are currently under investigation.

It should be noted that in setup 2, hydrogenation carries on for two seconds without decoupling during *t* ~pH2~ and time evolution of the spin states occurs during this time.

3.2. Comparision with SOT at low Field {#open201900139-sec-0021}
--------------------------------------

A polarization of (5.4±1.3) % of 1‐^13^C, 2,3‐^1^H~2~‐succinate in H~2~O was measured before and estimated to a nascent polarization of (12.9±3.1) % after hyperpolarization at low field.[17](#open201900139-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Similar results were found by *Chekmenev et al*.: (17.6±1.4) % of ^13^C spin polarization at the time point of production was reported.[44](#open201900139-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

These values are comparable to those reported in this paper. In these experiments at low field,[17](#open201900139-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#open201900139-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} decoupling was applied during the entire hydrogenation reaction prior to the application of Goldman\'s sequence. The hydrogenation reaction was initialized by spraying FUM in aqueous catalyst solution into a *p*H~2~ atmosphere. The much lower field strength (mT instead of 7 T) decreases off‐resonance effects caused by susceptibility differences in the sample volume. Moreover, S‐T~0~ mixing may vary as well.

4. Conclusion {#open201900139-sec-0022}
=============

High and reproducible ^13^C‐hyperpolarization of the biomolecule SUC ≈11 % was achieved by SAMBADENA within an MRI system. Important insights into the spin order transfer physics at high magnetic field were gained. Pitfalls of the experimental implementation were found, as decoupling during bubbling strongly deteriorates the polarization. Singlet‐Triplet mixing was identified as a likely dominant source of spin order loss. Overall, these results are an important step towards the cost efficient and fast preclinical application of a hyperpolarized biomolecule *in vivo*. SAMBADENA[27](#open201900139-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} hyperpolarization is particularly interesting in the light of the recently reported *in vivo* application[28](#open201900139-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} and *p*H~2~‐hyperpolarization of metabolic agents like pyruvate and acetate by PHIP‐SAH.[25](#open201900139-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#open201900139-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#open201900139-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}
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